
THE GRAND POTION TO MAKE YOUR PERSONAL GUARDIAN 
 
This very potion will make you safe so wherever you roam you’ll have comprehensive faith. 
 
You will require: 
 
• A slushy brain from a cremated wizard. 
• A startling soul of the ruthless hell-destructor. 
• A vast jaw of a Veckross (with teeth). 
• A severed arm from a plague-lord. 
• A shrunken head from a native tribal clan. 
• x2 shrivelled hands from Lord Ghoul’s mausoleum. 
• x2 blood-shot eyes from the Egyptian Mummy’s Pyramid. 
• x2 mouldy legs from the Ogre’s cave. 
• A monster’s arm from the temple of Hackray. 
• x7 stitches from the haunted knitter. 
• x2 bolts from Demon blacksmith. 
 
METHOD 
 
Voyage to the Garden of Lorr and examine for the grave and find the one that says “WIZARD 
POLRACK”.  Pry open the grave stones and extract the unattractive brain from the lifeless ashes 
of the cremated wizard.  Add this to your mixture. 
 
Travel to the portal which the entrance to the Underworld.  Negotiate with the inhumane Hell-
destructor for a startling soul. 
 
Go to the mountains and slaughter the despicable and mighty Veckross, an Ogre of Earth. 
 
Take his jaw and make sure the teeth are connected. 
 
Go to the land of Salgor and steal a severed arm from the Plague-Lord. 
 
Journey to native tribal clans and choose a shrunken head but choose carefully.  If you are impolite 
your head will be one of them. 
 
Next, go to Lord Ghoul’s mausoleum and buy two shrivelled hands. 
 
Then, embark to the Egyptian Mummy’s Pyramid and collect two ghastly blood-shot eyes.  But 
sprint!  The undead zombie-like phantom could be lurking around anywhere! 
 



Subsequently, peregrinate to the spiritual cave of the Ogre.  Transport a reliable weapon with you 
because you may need to slaughter the vigorous Ogre.  Once you have succeeded, carve off its 
humungous legs. 
 
After that event, pilgrimage to the gigantean temple of Hackray where you shall encounter a body 
from a human sacrifice.  Hack the arms from the lifeless body.  Be aware, the spectre of the body 
will be roaming in the shadows. 
 
After that, you require about seven odd stitches.  Go to the home of a haunted knitter.  Act friendly 
and polite.  Take seven stitches and add them to the potion. 
 
Voyage to the hut of the Demon Blacksmith.  Buy some bolts, at least two.  Once you have added 
them in you should have created a Mutant-like creature.  This is your Guardian.     
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INVISIBILITY POTION 
 
7 strands of horse hair 
500g cat’s guts 
15 dew tipped cobwebs 
1 kilo caribou snot 
1l dragon nostril acid 
250g unicorn heart string 
300g midnight spawn grass 
 
Wait until thy stone on midnight, till the stars cloud thee sky.  Fragments of moonlight sup out to 
greet.  Shadows casted on the ground.  Dark as thy stormy night.  Silky as a flawless ribbon.  Witch 
black must penetrate the houses, this ensures it is clear.  Remembering thy cauldron deep and 
hallow, this is its moment.  Search with the lantern, razor beams sent to search.  Collect the spawn 
grass, green and neutral.  This is what freshens the potion. 
 
Next provide yourself with many provisions, the journey will be long and tedious.  Thy may toil, 
thy may seek hard and far, but it’s worth it.  Catch the Caribou, this is hard the caribou runs like 
the wind.  Seize the opportunity and at once stick your glove coated hand up the gaping nostrils.  
Caribou snot is deadly venomous so we shall next search for its only fear; unicorn heart string. 
 
Sail far to the east and wait…and wait!  Grab the unicorn under its belly, pull the diamond 
encrusted sword and tug.  Out it slithers.  YUK!!!  Drop it quickly I say. 
 
Cat’s guts are easy, come on.  Sneak like a mouse grab the cat and…well too gruesome to explain. 
 
Enter the dragon’s lair and catch the green acid as it puffs in eager billows. 
 
Catch the pony, grab the hairs and go.  It may be nearly the crack of dawn!... 
 
Effects of the Potion 
 
Mix and boil until a blancmange pink, bubble hubble says the liquid.  Tepid and smooth, treacle-
like.  Burn and burn until it glows, now drink it drink it while it’s hot. 
 
Spreading over your body it may feel like ice cubes.  Slowly you will be no longer! 
 

By Grace W 
Year 6 

  



HOW TO TAME YOUR DRAGON 
 
Introduction 
 
All dragons are impossible to train.  We all know that.  So to clean everything up and make life 
much easier, just give them this.  This potion will tame your dragon! 
 
Ingredients 
 
• A pint of patience 
• Two teaspoons of perseverance 
• A sprinkle of kindness 
• A dollop of discipline 
• Three dragon teeth 
• Ear of a dog 
• Eye of a golden eagle 
• Claw of a polar bear 
• Fur of a kitten 
• Fang of a werewolf 
• Two dragonflies 
• 5cm of string 
 
Method 
 
Firstly, grind up the dragon teeth until they look like flour.  Next cut up the dog’s ear into 4 slices.  
You might be wondering how to put the patience, perseverance, kindness and discipline in.  Just be 
careful and be determined about it because that will make it perfect. 
 
After that, put 2 slices of ear and all of the powder into a bowl and add in the eye.  Then put 3 
hairs of a kitten into the cauldron with the claw of a polar bear and 2 dragonflies.  Next make a 
fire and heat them up.  Meanwhile add everything else into the bowl.  After 30 minutes add them in 
too.  Just to make it really work put in a dollop of molten lava. 
 
Result 
 
If you feed this to your dragon it will be the perfect pet. 
 
Warning 
 
If you give your dragon too much then it will be too tamed and might follow you everywhere. 

By Ellie S 
Year 5 



HOFFLEPOFFLE POTION 
 
Are you tired of struggling to lift your TV, having to swim to the surface to breathe, always late to 
work?  Well no more!  The hofflepoffle potion allows you to breathe underwater, fly and lift a fully 
loaded lorry with your little finger! 
 
Ingredients 
 
• The feather of a griffin 
• The tooth of a shark 
• A nose hair of a rock golem 
• The heart of a crumbsnipper 
• The wing of a winged sapphire 
• The tentacle of a squidollius 
• A diamond from Erebor 
 
Method 
 
Firstly slice the griffin feather into four quarters carefully and drop them into the cauldron. 
 
Then grind the shark tooth into a snow-like powder and sprinkle it into the cauldron. 
 
Next take the nose hair of a rock golem and blow it into the cauldron in the shape of a skull. 
 
After that dissect the winged sapphire’s wing (should be blue) into four equal triangles, fold them 
and throw them into the cauldron. 
 
Then carefully slice the squidollius tentacle in half, remove the tentacles suckers and put it all in 
the cauldron. 
 
Next take the diamond and bash it with a hammer until you see a crack once the crack appears 
immediately drop it in the cauldron. 
 
Finally take the heart of a crumbsnipper (will be scalding hot) and put it in the cauldron, leave for 
one hour to melt.  When you come back your ingredients should have melted into an emerald green 
liquid pour it into a bottle and drink. 
 
After consumption you will have a bad headache for three minutes and then you will be 
indestructible! 
 

By Jacob S 
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MY YOUTH POTION 
 
Ingredients 
 
A speckled humpback toad. 
The feather of a bonfire phoenix. 
The venom of a snoodle fip cobra. 
A snowflake from ladufa CA Planet. 
The ink of a ravorcian squid. 
The odour of a goofensmirtz ogre’s underpants. 
A bottle of water from the River Cadon. 
The pollen of the Halloween blooming thorny rose. 
 
The Recipe 
 
1. First boil your toad in boiling hot water, you’ll know that it’s ready because there’ll be a 

cloud of purple gas. 
2. Snip the feather into tiny pieces and sprinkle over the top of the toad. 
3. Add three drips of the snoodle fip cobra’s venom.  Warning it is poisonous if it touches the 

skin! 
4. Then drip a drop of venom onto the snowflake from ladufa and add to the pan of water. 
5. Put a litre of the squid’s ink in and everything should turn blue! 
6. Next add the odour of a goofensmirtz ogre’s underpants. 
7. Pour the bottle of water from cadon in and mix. 
8. Finally sprinkle the pollen of the Halloween blooming thorny rose. 
 
The Results 
 
When drunk it should be blue.  Don’t worry there’s no bad effect.  This potion should make you look 
and feel half your age. 
 
Where to find ingredients 
 
1. The humpback toad can be found in crazy cavern along with the snoodle fip cobra. 
2. The bonfire phoenix can be found inside a bonfire laying its eggs. 
3. You can find the snowflake in mill mountain on the plant Cadufa. 
4. The ravorcian squid and cadon water can be found in the Cadon. 
5. The goofensmirtz ogre’s underpants and the Halloween rose can be found in Cavenish Caves. 
 

By Jack H 
Year 4 

  



CAMRADERIE CONCOCTION 
 
Ingredients 
 
• Phials of water 
• 4 rattle snake fangs (crushed) 
• 4 drams of komado dragon scales crushed into powder 
• One ounce of juice from 5 flobberworms 
• 12 dried daises, including pollen crushed 
• 10 hairs of crappie (harvested while tails are wagging) 
• 3 drops of dragon saliva 
• ½ ounce of passion fruit juice 
• 4 drams of dried nettles 
 
Instructions 
 
• First warm water in low fire until steam rises. 
• Add snake fangs crushed and komado dragon alternating between one rattle snake fang and 1 

dram of komado dragon scale. 
• Stir cauldron clockwise once after each ingredient is added. 
• When a light silver steam is rising from your cauldron, add the juice of flobberworms and dried 

daises. 
• Allow mixture to come to a boil and add the hairs of crappie. 
• Stir slowly alternating clockwise and counterwise motions as you add the 3 drops of saliva one 

by one. 
• The mixture should turn a bubble gum pink as you complete that. 
• Carefully add the passion fruit juice and drams of dried nettles and allow mixture to come back 

to a boil. 
• Cool and strain the potion.  Bottle and cork immediately to retain properties.  Your potion 

should be a sunny yellow colour. 
 
This potion is a friendliness potion, it will make you friendly. 
 

By Zehra I 
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MY MAGIC POTION 
 
Equipment/Ingredients 
 
Witches hairy wart. 
A toad’s slimy nail. 
A squeak from a baby dolphin. 
Some water from the blow hole of a killer whale. 
Two seeds from a pumpkin. 
A padlock from a Police Station Jail. 
Rainbow coloured lollipop. 
Make sure you have a knife and bowl.   
Maybe a wooden spoon. 
 
1. Get the fire wood ready to make your fire. 
2. After that carefully light your fire. 
3. Next, chop the wart up and gently put that in the pot. 
4. Slowly put some warm water in. 
5. Put the toad’s green, slimy nail in the bottle with a tiny squeak from a baby dolphin and 

quickly put the lid on the bottle. 
6. Then pour that in then gently squeeze the bottle to get a killer whales water in the bowl. 
7. Quickly put the two pumpkin seeds in and mix it with a padlock. 
8. Gently stir it while you put a rainbow coloured lollipop.  Then you can drink it! 
9. Important!  Warning this could go wrong and turn you into something instead of turning 

you into an apple seller.  BEWARE! 
 

By Lucy B 
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HOW TO MAKE THE MIND READER 
 
This potion will make you be able to read anyone’s mind. 
 
Ingredients 
 
• A blood shot eye. 
• A brown bat’s blood. 
• A green poisonous lizard tail. 
• A poisonous blue dart frog. 
 
Instructions 
 
1. Firstly, put your blood shot eye into your bubbling cauldron. 
2. Secondly, put a dash of the brown bat’s blood into the cauldron as well. 
3. Thirdly, put the poisonous lizard tail into the cauldron. 
4. Finally, put the poisonous blue dark frog into the cauldron then stir them together then you 

have finished. 
 

By Madeline S 
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MAGIC POTION 
 
Ingredients 
 
Cheetah’s whiskers 
Tarantula’s hair 
Elephant’s tusk 
Scorpion’s tail 
Dog’s tail 
Lime toes 
Hyoomun tooth 
 
• First melt the cheetah’s whiskers. 
• Then add the tarantula’s hair. 
• Next squeeze the scorpion’s tail. 
• After that drop in the elephant’s tusk. 
• Then put the dog’s tail. 
• Next pour in the lime toes. 
• Finally put the hyoomun tooth. 
 

By Sam W 
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HARRY POTTER 
 
A bat wing of a bat and the body. 
A conga eye ball. 
A spider with goggle eyes. 
A slug with pointy eye balls. 
A penguin with a black face. 
A ghost with a shock face. 
 
Method 
 
Squash my eyeball and cut them up. 
Squeeze the juice in the slug. 
Slice the bat up in little slices. 
Cut the spiders legs up. 
Cut the penguin up into big chunks and pull the ghost’s eyeball out and an eyeball on over. 
 

By Eva W 
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DEADLY DEATH 
 
Spiders eyes and bats wings, frogs blood, rat’s blood, rat’s fur, spiders legs, frog bones. 
 
The potion kills insects. 
 

By Luke H 
Year 1 

 
 


